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1. INTRODUCTION 
The simple group, .3, was discovered by John Conway as the stabilizer 
of an element of length 24 in the Leech lattice. Crucial to this paper are 
details on the structure of .3 and the characterization thereof by the centralizer 
of an involution given by Fendel in [4]. Also needed is the author’s work on 
groups with Sylow 2-subgroups of type Al, in [16] and [17]. The main 
result of this paper is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let G be a$&e, fusion-simple group with Sylow 2-subgroup, 
S, of type .3. Then either G E .3 01’ G z & * GL(4, 2), the unique nonsplit 
extension of an elementary group of order 16 by the group of all 4 x 4 nonsingular 
matrices over F, . 
An intermediate result of some interest is the following. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let G be a finite group containing an involution, z, with 
C,(x)/O,~(C,(~)) isomorphic to an odd ordw extension of Spin,(q). Then 
x E Z*(G). 
In conjunction with a recent result of Harris [14], this yields: 
THEOREM 1.2. Let G be a jinite simple group in which the centralizer of 
a central involution is isomorphic to an odd order extension of Spin,(q), k and q 
odd. Then k = 9 and G is isomorphic to an odd order extension of F,(q). 
Here Spin,(q) is the universal covering group of Q(k, q), the commutator 
subgroup of the group, O(k, q), of all k x k matrices preserving some 
non-singular symmetric form over F, , k and q odd. F4(q) is the Chevalley 
group associated with the simple Lie algebra, F4 . 
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Most of the notation and assumed results may be found in Gorenstein [I I]. 
We use G, Y G, in the sense of Huppert [15, p. 49j with Ui = Z(G,) unless 
otherwise indicated. Also GI -& G2 conforms in sense with Huppert (p. 50; 
here El g 2, unless otherwise indicated). 4n exposition of signahzer functor 
theory is given by Gorenstein in [12]. The structure of Chevahey groups and 
their covering groups is developed by Steinberg in [18]. The fusion of q- 
elements in Spin,(q) may be deduced from theorems in Wall [19]. I wish to 
thankProfessor Leonard Scott for his assistance in the interpretation of Wall’s 
results. 
Sp(6, 2) is the group of all: x 6 symplectic matrices with entries in Ps . 
Its universal covering group, Sp(6, 2), is the centralizer of a central involution 
in .3. A noncentral involution in .3 has centralizer isomorphic to Z, x MI2 , 
where MIT is the Mathieu group on 12 letters. In [4], Fendel characterizes .3 
as the unique group, G, with Z*(G) = (1) and C,(x) g s^p(6,2) for z an 
involution in the center of a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. The object of Section 2 
of this paper is to establish that, if G is a finite, fusion-simple group with 
Sylow 2-subgroup of type .3 and if x E Z(S)*, then A/r = C,(Z)/(X> x O(C,(;z)) 
is fusion simple. The results of [16] and [I71 and 2-local considerations then 
imply that IV g E,, . GL(3,2) or %? g Sp(6, 2) or M is of type tiQ(7, 4)~ 
The latter case is eliminated by q-local analysis in Section 3. Finally, it is 
proved that, in the former cases, G g EIG . GL(4, 2) or G e .3. 
2. FUSION OF INVOLUTIONS 
Let 5’ be a Sylow 2-subgroup of type .3. S is generated by elements 
z, Tl 9 =Tp > 573 7 “Ii> %2’, 7i3’, t4 $3 7 subject to the relations: .$ = 1, rd2 = 
42 = g = ,p = 72 = x, for i = 1, 2, 3; [ri , .z~‘] = z for i = 1, 2, 3; 
[7rl ) p] = [7Tl ) p’] = [%, ) p] = [7i3 ) p’] = [7Tli, 7Tz’] = [?T2’, 7-r3’] = b, ,p’] = 
[p, T-j = [iT1’, XQI] = 2; [74-l ) T] = [n-, ) T] = “paZ; [,L, 7rlli] = [p’, 3-Q’] = q; 
[/A, %a’] = %& [p’, ?T3’] = 7T3; [T, x1’] = [T, 7r2’]-l = T~‘~T~‘; [p’, 71 = .p; all other 
commutators of the generating elements trivial. 
Straightforward calculation yields the following Lemma, 
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u E S’ u (p’7r3 , ?rgr~‘, 5r~‘?i-2’7r3’). ‘7~~7-r~ E W(Cs(u)‘), for u an involution in S, 
if and only if u E (2, mp2j. 
COROLLARY 2.2. z is fused to rIrZ in No((z, ~QT&). 
Proof. By Glauberman’s Z*-Theorem [6], z is fused in G to some involu- 
tion of S - (2). Suppose that (J E S - (xi, u -c z. Choose g E G so that 
(59 = x and Cs(o)g _C S. As z E Cs(a)‘, xg E S’ - (2). Let U’ E S’ - (a>, 
U’ -c z. As x E 7F(C,(u’)‘), we conclude as above that z is G-conjugate to 
some element of W(S) - (x> = {rrrna , nrz-,z). As z-Inz wS qz-a~, x -G ~z-a 
The corollary is now immediate. 
The next result is again computational. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let ZI be the set of all elenuxts of Cs(mIrZ) with square Z. 
There are eight S-classes of elements of ZI zuith representatiz>es: rrI , rs , rs’, 
%‘3’, TlQ72P3 , v73~3r, PL, 7. 
Let ZZ be the set of all elements of S with square rIrZ . There aye nine C,(rIrJ- 
classes of elements of ZZ with representatives: ~rr~‘vr~‘, my~~‘~-~‘, prI’rZ’x, 
T%y~‘T~‘X, prg73T~‘7T,‘, T7rgr.J ) pi-pi-~‘7T~‘7T~‘, 7-75773’, T7rgT37r3’. 
Henceforth, G is a finite, fusion-simple group with Sylow 2-subgroup, S, 
of type .3. The notation for subsets of S will be as above. Set M = Cc(x), 
m = M/(z) x O(M). 
LEMMA 2.4. N&J) acts indecomposably on 1& 
Proof. M is a group with Sylow 2-subgroup of type -4,, . Hence the 
results of [16] apply. 
Suppose that N,-,(J) acts decomposably on 2. By Theorem 3.11 of [16], 
Ii&, 4 I@ of index 2 with lq(,i& ?) E Syl,(&). As G = 02(G), p’ns is fused 
by G into a(,~, T>, by Thompson’s Transfer Lemma. Now, ~‘7ra and $n2’ 
are representatives of the two S-classes of involutions in S - a(~, T). As 
] C&‘I?T~)[ < 1 Cs(~‘~z’)l and as 1 C&‘~.& > /C,(u)1 for every involution 
u E a(~, T}, we may find g E G so that (p’LL’a,)g E A&, T) is an extremal 
conjugate of p’rz in S. Thus we may assume that C&‘z-Jg _C C,((~‘~a)g). 
As x EW(C&‘~#), zg E W(S) = (~~‘1”~~ x). As p’~~ is not fused by M 
into A&, T), we may take .a9 = T~QT~ . Thus T,QT* E W((C,($nJ”)‘), whence 
(p’%p E h, v-2>. 
Thus, $rr:, mG x. Choose h E G such that (p’rJh = z, zh = zr~~ and 
C&‘IT~)~~ _C S. As p’ E C,&‘~a), (P’)~ E & . Let R E NG((x, rrz-&), inter- 
changing z and rr,rz and interchanging XI and & . Then, hk E il!Z and 
(p’LG’)“& E ,Yr . But zI _C A+,, T>, a contradiction. 
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G~R~LL~Y 2.5. iVl&T)/C&iT) is isomorphic to one of SA , S5 , -4, , A7 or 
GL(3,2) act@ indecornposably on 2. 
Prooj! By Lemma 3.5 of [16], either the above holds or N&))jC1z(a) g 
33 . S, . In the latter case, ii+, ma iil’ii,‘. But errs and rrrrr,x are involutions 
whereas (rl’rs’)a = x. 
As every involution of A,T~’ is S-conjugate to rir,‘, 
LEMMA 2.7. z(&?) = (i). 
Proof Suppose not. Then O(M)<ol> 4 M, where 01 = g1~zr3, by (2.6). 
Thus Ma = O(M) C,(a) a M, of index 2, with S, = (rr i ‘ids I rr, , 7r1’?rz’ 
7i2’~3’, p7 p’, 7-t) E Syl,(MJ. Let A, = A I? M0 . Let 12 = iW/O(M)(cu). 
As -4 - & contains exactly one 6-element J?!-class of involutions which lift 
to q-elements in A, iV = N~(kQ/C&J) contains a subgroup of index 6 with 
a noncyclic Sylow 2-subgroup. Thus m E S, or ?? z d, a 
By Thompson’s Transfer Lemma, nlrz’ is fused by G into S, . S, has at 
most five &f-classes of involutions with representatives z, nTT?r2 I z-~zT~‘z-~~, 
prr3 and ~a . I f  m z d, , pr3 -M 7rr3 , whence 7ri’l”rr’ is fused to some 
G E S’s with 1 C,(a)1 > 1 Cs(~l~,‘)]. As 1 C,(T~~~‘)] >, 1 C,(u’jI for every 
involution IS’ E S - S, , we may assume that the conjugation g: VIVA’ + o 
is estremal and that Cs(7r1’l”re’)g C C’s(o). As z E W(C,(~lrr,‘)l), we conclude as 
before that r1x2’ wG z. Choose lz E G such that (7~~r~‘)l’ = z, ,zh = rirrTTe and 
Cs(rrl~e’)” C S. Then (r,‘)n E Za , whence rz ’ is M-conjugate to an element of 
Zr outside S, . Thus (r,‘)h is in the same S-c!ass of Zz as either (T3’jk or 
(rr17rsn3’)k: where k is some element of G interchanging x and rl”r2 , Z1 and Z; I 
As rlh(zrz’)” = x, z-lh is in the same S-class of & as either (~~“r~“r~‘)~ or (~s’)“~ 
respectively. But then z-l ,-Al ~~QT~zT~’ or r1 mibf “j’, a contradiction in either 
case. 
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Thus fi E S, , QT~?T~’ is extremal in S and rr,n,’ ht ~z=a . Were ~~‘~~a’rra’ wC 
vk?‘, there would exist a g E G with CS(rl’z-a’ra’)g = C,(z-ira’). Then 
(Cs(z-1’rra’z3’)‘)g = (rrl~a, ~‘z-a’)” = Cs(rlrr,‘)/ = (rl, rrsTT3). But then 
Tl’TZ -N,,(A) m3 > contradicting the fact that f+ I 1 , ii, , ij3} is a full N,,(A)-class 
of 2. Thus 7r1’ra’z-a’ +o rlr,‘. Then, by Thompson’s Transfer Lemma, there 
is an extremal conjugate of r1’7ra’r3’ in S, . As Zr1(C,(z1’7ra’r3’>I) = (a>, the 
same argument as before gives r1’z-a’n3’ wC x. Choose h E G -with (z-1’7ra’ma’)h = 
x, an = rlrra , Cs(~l’z-a’~3’)~~ C S. Then (rl’)k E ,Ya , whence (~r’)~& is in the 
same S-class of ,Ya as either (~a’)~ or (~~rr,va’)~~, with k as above. Thus (~,‘n,‘)~~ 
is in the same S-class of & as either (z-1rana’)7i or (~a’)“. But then z-a/z-a’ -fit 
7r17rp3 or 7ra’7~~’ N.\~ ir3’, a contradiction in either case. 
COROLLARY 2.8. Either M/O(M) is isomorphic to one of A . GL(3, 2), 
A . A, , or s^h(6,2) or M/O(M) has the involution fusion pattern of Spin,(q) 
for q = f3(mod 8). 
Proof. This follows from (2.5), (2.7), and the Main Theorem of [16]. 
LEMMA 2.9. (a) If  M g Sp(6, 2), th ere aFe two classes of involutions 
in G with r-epresentatives x and a’ = 7~~‘r~‘r~‘. 
(b) If  B has the involutionj~sionpattern of Spin,(q), then G has one class of 
involutions. 
(c) If  M gg i!i . GL(3,2), then 01’ r/LG x, pr3 &- z and prr3’ +J~ x. 
(d) If  m gg 2 . A, , then 01’ +G z and pz-, 7Lc 2. 
Proof. We must prove that, if 6 is extremal in S with respect to M and 
0 f  +@a, then o +o x. Suppose o wG x and let T E Syl,(Cc(a)), T > S, = 
C,(U). Let T, = .Nr(S,) > S,, . I f  a ~{a’, p?~a), then (x) char S, a T, 
a contradiction. 
Thus u = p7r3’, ii? g Esl . GL(3,2), and pr3’ wG a. Pick g E G such that 
&r3’)g = a and C&L.rr3’)g _C S. Then zg E S’ and, as 01‘ +o x and pr3 & 2, 
ag is S-conjugate to z=rza or to rrin,. Thus, altering g by an appropriate 
element of S, we may assume that either as = nlna or zg = r1r3 . I f  .ag = n1r3, 
C&Lrr,‘)g _C Cs(7r1x3) C A&, p’). By (2.6), there is a 5 E -V,&l(~, p’)) with 
(7ij7r3)~ = iT17T2 . Replacingg by&, we may assume that (pra’)Q = x, zg = rlra 
and C.&r3’)g C A&, p’). Then pg = (~a’)%rl~,z E za . Thus, choosing k 
as in the proof of (2.7), pgk = (r3’)g%,raz E -4, a contradiction. 
LEMMA 2.10. M/Z*(M) g Es4 . A, . 
Proof. Suppose that M/Z*(M) g Es4 . A7 . There are three G-classes, 
Knz , K, , and K, , in & with representatives z-a ,01, p, containing 18,6, and 24 
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elements, respectively. By Theorem 3.8 of [16], A, acts on the Fz-module, 
‘q, with basis{+,‘, ziTljil’, 7ig’, +&?2’, +a’, ii,+,‘> = {e, + e, , e, + e3 *..~, e, + z?> 
by permutation of the subscripts of the e,‘s. Here ,E acts as (2 3)(4 5), 7 as 
(2 4)(3 5) and ?,E as (2 5)(3 4). Thus (3 5 4) fuses $?I’j;a’ m .+i;r, and 
jIi~17T,;il’~2’ to ~,Go;5rl’iip’. (1 6 7) fuses Fii17i3jjl’ii2’ to (-Lji$’ and %@a to ~+?~*a‘ 
and to ?7TI~a~a’. Thus there are at most three G-classes in & with representa- 
tives ,u~~‘n,‘, ~~TT1’~z‘.z, and ~n~“ra and containing 6, 6, 36 elements, respectiveiy. 
Then K& n K’,,,,, f  M + k;l’; n KrrIz, . Thus nQ wG p; hence i, w,~[ i, 
a contradiction. 
3. GROUPS OF TYPE Spin,(q) 
By the universality of Spin,(q) and Artin [l, pp. 186-1971, Spin&) z D,(V), 
where E’ is a seven-dimensional F,-space with a nonsingular orthogonal 
geometry and D,(V) is the group of elements of C+( by) of norm 1 i 
EEMMA 3.1. An involution, u, of Q(7, q) is the image zmder the canonical 
projectiolz of art imolution of Spin,(q) if and only if o has exactly four ei,enva!zlex 
- 1. Spin,(q) has exactly one class of ?zon-cefztml involutions. 
ProoJ We may assume that the geometry on V is given by a form of 
discriminant I. We fix an orthonormal basis, r-2 = (d, , d, :..., -+I,} of lT and 
use the notation of Artin defined with respect to this basis. Let P: D,(V) - 
Q(V) be the restriction to D,(V) of the map 01+ CT, defined by Artin 11, p. 4901. 
Let u = -L+42 ,..., A~:) i *~As+l,~,+, . . . . . AT) ) k even. Set S = (1, 2 ,...) k). 
Then P-“(Q) = (1, - l} es and es2 = (-es)” z (-l)k(k-l)!e. Thus p-l(,) 
contains an involution if and only if 4 1 k. 
choose T C (1, 2 ,..., 7) so that 1 T 1 is even and 1 S n T j is odd. Then, 
by Artin [l, p. 1891, TED,(Y) and eT 0 es 0 e?’ = -e, ~ As there is exactly 
one class of involutions of Q(V) with exactly four eigenvalues -I, Spin,(qj 
has exactly one class of noncentral involutions. 
We are thus led by (3.1) and Glauberman’s Z*-Theorem [6] to consider 
groups satisfying the following conditions: 
HYPOTAESIS 3.1. G is a finite group zuitlz O,,(G) = (I>. G has one &ass ef 
i~zaoiutions and, fw z a?z involution ilz G, either (i) c = C,(z)jO,(CG(,z)) is 
iso?zorp?z!c to a subgroup of aut Spin,(q), f or sovtze odd q, cowtaining Spin,(q) 
with odd index or (ii) a Sylow 2-subgroup, S, of G is of type .3 avzd C = C/,<Z> 
has the inaobtion fzzsion pattern of Q(7, 3). 
The main result of this section is the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 3.2. No group satisfies Hypothesis 3.1. 
In consequence, we have: 
THEOREM 3.3. Let G be a finite, fusion-simplegroup with Sylow 2-subgroup, S, 
of type .3. Let x E Z(S) and M = C,(z). Then e$her M/O,~(M) G A * GL(3,2), 
A extra-special of type D_02, or M/O,~(iW) s Sp(6,2). 
THEOREM 3.4. Let G be a finite group, x an involution in G, and 
G(wMG(4> isomorphic to an odd order extension of Spin,(q). Then 
x E Z*(G). 
We now examine the structure of a group, G, satisfying Hypothesis 3.1. 
Our notation for orthogonal groups conforms with that of [17]. Fix q, B, , 
B and 16 such that B,, E Q(7, q), B = B,(#) with # acting as a field auto- 
morphism of odd order on B, . In case (i), let 0 be an isomorphism of C/(Z> 
onto B. In case (ii), assume q = &3(mod 8) and let 6’ be an isomorphism 
of S onto a Sylow 2-subgroup of B such that Cc(&) g CB(gB) for every 
involution 5, in S. This is possible by Theorem 1.1 of [17]. We use the nota- 
tion of Sections l-2 for elements and subgroups of G in case (ii). 
LEMMA 3.6. G is balanced. 
Proof. C = CG(z) has exactly one class of noncentral involutions and, 
if o is such an involution, then 60 is an involution in B with exactly four 
eigenvalues - 1. Thus Cc(&) z CB(9) = (Da A B,)(#) where D, E 0(4, q, S), 
Bl g SO(3, q) and either 4 = 1 or Z/J acts as a nontrivial field automorphism 
on both D, and B, . Thus O,(C&e)) = (i). Hence G is balanced. 
LEMMA 3.7. SCNs(S) # o. 
Proof. Suppose that 2t 11 q2 - 1. Identify S = S/Z(S) with a Sylow 
2-subgroup of 8(V) where V is a seven-dimensional F,-space with a non- 
singular geometry given by a form of discriminant 1. Let TV be a three- 
dimensional subspace of V with form of discriminant 1. 9(W) x G( W’) g 
L,(q) x SL(2, q) Y SL(2, q) has a Sylow 2-subgroup, &, , isomorphic to 
Dzt-l x Q,, Y Qst . S, is normal of index 4 in a Sylow 2-subgroup of sZ( V), 
say s”. In S, S,, lifts to a central product, S, , of three Qat’s with center of 
order 4. S,/Z(S,,) g D,t-1 x Dzt-l x Dpr-l . Thus, if t 3 4, Z,(S,,) g 
2, x 2, x 2, . As Z,(S,,) char S, a S, SCNJS) # ,D, if t > 4. If  t = 4, 
S is of type .3 and E = (x, rlrz , mlrr3, rlnz’) E SCNa(2). 
LEMMA 3.8. O,(CG(u)) = (1) for every involution 0 E G. 
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Proof. By Gorenstein [12] and Goldschmidt ($I], it suffices to prove that 
C,z(x) is two-generated. 
Cme (i). Set K = <C,(O) / 0 E SO, u has exactly four eigenvalues -I>. 
l[t suffices to prove that I< = B. We may assume that B is defined relative 
to the form with matrix 
I 
Then the root subgroups corresponding to a fundamental set of roofs (a, b> cl 
<-x,(t)> = <“-G(t)>~ 
1 ~EF, !, 
I --t / 
0 1 
i 
/ 
and <x,(t)> = <“X$)>. 
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Thus 
and 
As 
l 
\ 
CB 
:i 
-1 
--I 
1 
1 
1 
-1 
-1 
  
2 (X,(t), X&)i x Gh(t>, -L(t)> 
-1 
-1 
1 
1 
-1 
-1 
1 
-1 
-1 
/ 
1 
1 , 
J 
-1 
-1 
1 
-1 
is B-conjugate to a subgroup of Se, there is some fundamental set of roots, Z, 
such that K > (XT(t), X+.(t) 1 Y E Z> = B, . 
Case (ii). By Corollary 3.6 of [17], c = (N&-a), Cc(Z(s))). AS both B 
and Z(S) have 2-rank at least 2, C,(x) is 2-generated. 
COROLLARY 3.9. 1 C,(z)/ = 1 Spin,(q)\ # 1. 
Proof. This is immediate in case (i) and follows from Corollary 1.2 of [17] 
in case (ii). 
LEMMA 3.10, G has one class of 4-subgroups. Let T = (x, xl) be a 4-sub- 
group of C. C,(T) = (X, Y X, Y X3)( j, #) where Xi{ j) z SLf(2, q) for 
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i = 1,2, 3. Z(X,) = (xl), 2(X,) = (zy), 2(X3) = (z) and # acts on Xi 
as a jield automorphism of odeer 1 I,L 1. N,(T)/C,(T) = (p, z), (j, Z) g 4; 
xx0 = x, ) xf = x3, x,; = x2 ) x;i = x, . 
Proof. As there is only C-class of involutions in C - (z>, there is one 
G-class of 4-groups. The structure of C,(T) follows from the structure of 
CB(a) where (T is an involution with four eigenvalues - 1. 
We may take 
Then 
ie = 
-1 
1 
-1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
-1 
1 
commutes with %ra and has four eigenvalues - 1. But 
fGeie = 
1 
0 -1 
-1 
has only two eigenvalues -1. Thus z, is S-conjugate to xlz, whence 
hi,m/wq GG s3. 
Set No(T)/C,(T) = (p, Z) with ,3 = (Tj = ?. By the Krull-Schmidt 
Theorem, (p, Z> permutes the Xls. As p does not centralize z, p is not a field 
automorphism. Thus, by Steinberg [18], p does not normalize any Xi . We 
may assume that XI6 = X2 , X$‘” = X3 , Xri = X2 , and X3’ = X3 . 
Let qr E Qr E Syl,(Xr), qe = qrp E Qs E Syl,(X,), and q3 = qg” E Q3 E Syl,(Xa). 
481/A/1-13 
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Then qi is conjugate in No(T) to every element of Qi*. Set N = No(T) = 
No(#). There are five N-classes of q-elements of iVO with representatives and 
centralizers as listed: 
(1) 43 
(2) 414% 
(3) 41”92 
(4) 414243 
(5) w2cz32 
LEMMA 3.11. C&J = Og(CG(q3)) C,(q,). 
Proof. A Sylow 2-subgroup, S,, , of C,(q.J is isomorphic to Q,t 1 2,. 
Thus T = .Z2(S,,) char S, . Let S, E Syl,(C,(qa)) with S, c S, . Then 
Ns,(S,,) C iVsl(T) = S,, . Hence S,, E Syl,(C,(q,)). 
Suppose that a, wG+3) z. Then there exists g E CG(qS) with zrg = z and 
C,O(z,)g = C,(z,) E Q2t x Q2t. This contradicts the Krull-Schmidt Theorem. 
Suppose that j E S, - S,/ and j loo z. Again, there exists g E C,(qa) 
with j” = x, Cs,( j)g C S. But x E C,,(j)‘. So .zg E S,’ - (z) = {zi , +z>, 
a contradiction. 
Thus x is weakly closed in S, with respect to Co(qa). Hence, by Glauberman 
[61, C&J = OdG(qd C&d. 
LEMMA 3.12. I 0"4G(P3))I = CT' 
Proof. In case (i), this is immediate from the fact that there is exactly one 
class of q-elements in Spin,(q) whose centralizers involve SL(2, q) 1 Z, and 
if x is one such, Cc(x) s K . (SL(2, q) 1 ZJ, j K / = q5. 
In case (ii), setting K = 02(Cc(q3)), we have K = (CK(rrr), CK(?r,), 
C’,(~T,~~)). By hypothesis, C&cl) = (L, ,& L2)(#) where L, g SO(5, q), 
L, g 0(2, q, 6). As Civ,~z,(;;,qa) s E, x (D,-, 1 Z,), we conclude that 
CL,l(zj(qs) contains a subgroup isomorphic to D,-, . Thus, by Wall [19], 
It follows that 1 CK(rr)[ = q3 and, as r, mc,(n,, m2 , I CK(ra)j = qa . As 
CK(~rrr2) = (qa), 1 K j = q5 by Brauer-Wielandt [20]. 
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LEMMA 3.13. P Sp(4, q), q odd, has no faalh$d 4-dimeasional F,-wpre- 
sentation. 
Proof. Let R be a four-dimensional representation of If  s Sp(4, q) with. 
Z(H) L ker R. Let H 2 R z 5X(2, q) 7_ 2,. Let (s) = Z(H) = Z(X): 
(s, Sl‘, = Z,(X); K’ = KI X K, . Let N, be the natural representation of 
Kj E SIJ2, q). Th en, the irreducible F,-representations of K of dimension 
at most 4, restricted to K’, are lK, , R, = hTl @ lK, @ lK1 @ Ns, and 
R, = x1 @ Iv2 . As R,(s) = ---I, R,, = Ii, or 4 . lK, . In the former case, 
R(s,) = --I. But then s1 E Z(H/ker R) = (I>,. Thus R = 4 . ZH . 
LEMMA 3.14. c&J,) = ol~(cc(qB)) ’ c,&). 
Proof. Suppose that T is not weakly closed in S, with respect to CG(qJ). 
Then G(q3)iZ*(G(qd) IS a fusion-simple group of type P Sp(4, q). Hexe, 
by Harris [13], C,(q,)/Z*(C,(q,)) contains a subgroup, P, isomorphic to 
P Spj4, q). But P acts faithfully on K/(q,), hence has a faithful P,-module of 
dimension four, contradicting (3.13). 
Thus, T is weakly closed in &with respect to CG(q3). ApplyingGlai,lberman’s 
Z*-Theorem to C,(q,)/Z*(C,(q,)), we conclude that OI,(CG(q3)) T 9 CG(q3). 
PFOc$ As q1 -,” q3 ) it is immediate that C,(q,) = Kl I C.v(qlz) where 
K1 = O,,(C,(q,)). In case (i), the lemma is immediate from the structure of 
Spin&?). 
In c2se (ii), Kl = (CK,(7r3), CKl(~3’), CKl(7r3~3’)>. Write Cc,‘(z)(z7z) = 
N1 1&. Nz , X, s SO(5, q), LI;, E 0(2, q, S). As CIV(rTT3qJ contains a subgroiip 
isomorphic to SL(2, q), 
where K, is a q-group of order 43, Z(K,) = Q, , X z SL(2: q), and X acts 
faithfully on K,/Z(K,). Thus CKo(rs’) = Q1 . As z-s ,-cc(nl) r3’ -coca,) n.grri, 
it follows from Brauer-Wielandt [20] applied to MI and to Z(K,) rhat 
\ K1 / = q7 and Z(K,) = Q, . 
AS 1 C j9. = q9 . 1 $J j4., Q = (Kl . (Q2 X Qa))/$$ E Syl,(C). Thus Q1 =; 
Z(Q), whence follows the second statement of the lemma. 
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Proof. Set K = O,(C&)). By Brauer-Wielandt, 
By (3.12) and (3.14), I C,(x)I = q5 and I C,(T)1 = 9. C&azzl)p = 
C&z) g Kr . (SL(2, 2) x SL(2, q))(4) where I Kr 1 = $. Thus, 
] C,(zz,)I = q7 = 1 C,(z,)I, as a, -cam,) xz; . Thus, I K I = p17. 
We now complete the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
Let T, = (a, z~> be a 4-subgroup of C&a), Tz # T. CG(~rqJ = 
O,(C,(x,pa))(SL(2, 4) x Z,)(#). Let g E G such that T,s = T, zeg = x. 
CG(~zq3)g = G(q3g). As CC(~~~) g C&J, q3g +C B and I 02~(G(~3gNI, G q7 
by (3.15). Thus, if K = O,,(C&)), I C&,)1 = I C,&=Jl < 4’. G(qJ’J = 
Cdll,W(2,cz) x -GK#>. GhTJp = C c-(r,(qsg). As @ is clearly contained 
in X1 x X, x X, and as ) C’c~~)(x)l~ = q3 I 9 IQ for all q-elements [in 
Xl x X2 x X3 centralized by &, I CK(Ts)I = I Oz4C~,(r)(43g))l = 4’. 
But then, by Brauer-Wielandt, 
I K I = I Ci&)I I G&JI I Ci&~Jl/l GG”,V G q5 - q7 - q’/q4 = P5> 
contradicting Lemma 3.16. 
4. A STRONGLY CLOSED ABELIAN ~-SUBGROUP 
In this section, we prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. If  G is a group with Sylow 2-subgroup, S, of type .3 and if, 
foT z E Z(S), C&w*(C,( z )) is isomorphic to a split extension of an elementary 
group of order 26 by GL(3,2), then G is isomorphic to the unique nonsplit exten- 
sion of an elementary group of order 2” by GL(4,2). 
This theorem will be an immediate consequence of a major result-in- 
progress of Goldschmidt on finite groups with strongly closed Abelian 
2-subgroups. We rely here on a weaker result of Goldschmidt on 2-signalizers 
in such groups [IO] and Goldschmidt’s generalization of the Z*-Theorem [S]. 
We continue the notation of Sections l-2 and assume that O(G) = (1) and 
i6? gg EGd . GL(3,2). 
LEMMA 4.3. E = (z, rrIrZ , rIrZ , CUX’) is a strongly closed Abelian subgroup 
of S zuith respect to G. 
N,(E)/C,(E) s GL(4,2) and No(E) controls fksion in S. 
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Proofs E = (x)~ n S. N,(E)/C,(E) is isomorphic to a subgroup of 
aut E G GL(4,2) containing M/C,(E) G E, . GL(3,2). As IVY controls 
fusion in E and x has 15 conjugates in E, N,JE)/Co(E) s GL(4,2). The last 
statement is a result of Glauberman [7]. 
COROLLARY 4.4. S has three G-classes of imolutions with representatives 
8, cl, p-i-~ a 
Proof. 01’ and prrs’ centralize a three-dimensional subspace of E whereas 
pr3 centralizes a two-dimensional subspace. It is easily verified that D is 
S-conjugate to every involution of the coset Ea for 0 E (a’, purrs f ~7~‘). It 
follows, then, by (4.3) and the fusion of involutions in GL(4, 2), that a’ wG ~L’T~ 
but 01’ +c T,M, . The corollary follows by (2.9). 
LEMMA 4.5. N,(E) is a weakly embedded subpoup of 6. 
Proof. We must prove that N,(E) covers C,(cj/O(C,(u)j for u E (2, a’, pr3)- 
For (r = z, this is clear. 
Let EO + (1) be a subgroup of E. Clearly hi,(E) covers N,(E,,)~C,(E,). 
As C,(E,,) c C,(e) for e E I?,+ and O(C,(E,)) I C,(E,) n O(C,(s)) and ,Vo(E) 
covers C,(e)/O(C,(e)), N,(E) covers C,(EO)/O(C,(EO)>l hence covers 
-~r~W/O(~T~(Eo)). 
Let K = C,(a’)/(a’) X O(C,(a’)). 
T = ((7ilij2 ) ii,‘ii,‘) Y (ii ii 1 3 , jil’ij2’))(7f3) = To(?Q E Syl,(Iq. 
As no element of T,,(++J is fused in a into T0 , there exists I??0 4 K of 
index 2 with T,, E Syl,(&&,) by Thompson’s Transfer Lemma. As T, is extra- 
special of order 25, ZE Z*(&,) by a well-known corollary to Glauberman’s 
Z*-Theorem, As z & x&, z E Z*(CG(~‘)). Thus C,(a’) C O(C,(a’)) C,(X). 
As a = Cz(%), the image of O(C,(z)) n CG(ol’) in K lies in O(a) = (I). 
Thus O(C&>) n C&x’) C O(C&‘)), w h ence N,(E) covers C,(a’)/‘O(C,(~‘>). 
LetL = C&.7;,). TI = (7rIrz, TV, rI’lrr,‘, p, p’, 7~;) ES&(L). El = <a, 7rp& 
is a strongly closed Abelian subgroup of TI and 7rIrz E CT1(El) - El . Every 
element of the coset rIrr,‘El is conjugate in i?I to nIns’. As vrlrB’ -,vG(E! 01’~ 
the previous paragraph shows that (x, rlrz) c Og,,2(Cc(7rI~g’)), hence in 
O,s,,(C,(a)) for every involution 0 in z-p3’El . Then, by Goldschmidt $1, 
(x, Trpr,;: C O,,,l(L). Thus, L = O(L) N,(<z, q+) C O(L) N,(E). 
COROLLARY 4.6. G z El6 * GL(4, 2) (nonspiit). 
Proos. -4s E has 2-rank 4, No(E) is strongly- embedded in G by an argu- 
ment of Goldschmidt [lo]. As G has more than one class of involutions, 
N,(E) = 6. As E E SCAT(S), C,(E) = O(C,(E)) x E = E. Thus, G is 
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isomorphic to a non-split extension of E by a GL(4, 2). The extension is 
unique by Blackburn [2]. 
5. CHARACTERIZATION OF .3 
In this section we prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.1. If  G is a$nite group with the involution fusion pattem of .3 
and O(G) = (l), then GE .3. 
This will complete the proof of Theorem 1.1. We retain the notation of 
Sections l-2 and assume henceforth that M/O(M) g s^p(6,2). Thus G has 
two classes of involutions with representatives z and 01’. Set N = C,(E’), 
m = N/Z”(N). 
LEMMA 5.2. One of the following holds: 
(a) N/O(N) s Z, x Mr,, . 
(b) N is solvable and N _C O(N) C,(z). 
Proof. As in (4.5), we have T = T,,(%,) E Syl,(fl), !#!,, extra-special of 
order 25. If T,, = FocR( T), there exists lv,, 4 ?V of index 2 with T, E Syl,( T). 
Then, z E Z*(N), whence N C O(N) C&z) and, by (5.7) of [16], Nis solvable. 
Suppose m = o’(m). Were ?+a wfl ijlii3ijl’+s’, we would have 
{ ?-7T..3 , T7r$x’} “,x,7 {77-p-p-~‘?r~‘, 7rpyr~‘X). 
But neither a-r~a~r’~a’ nor 7~rrsrs’z is G-conjugate to 7~~301’. So ?jis mR z 
and fl has two classes of involutions and no strongly closed abelian 2-subgroup. 
Thus, by Brauer-Fong [3], n g M,, . As T splits over (a’), N/O(N) s 
Z, x Ml, by [5]. 
LEMMA 5.3. G is a balanced group. 
Proof. O(C,,(o)) = (1) for u an involution in H and H g $p(6,2) or 
H G Ml, . Thus 116 n O(N) = N n O(M). 
COROLLARY 5.4. Let Ws = (0(&(o)) 1 (T an involution in Sj. Then Ws 
has odd ordm. 
Proof. As S has 2-rank 4, Goldschmidt’s version of the Signalizer 
Functor Theorem [9] applies. 
We now complete the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
Suppose that G is a minimal counterexample to Theorem 5.1. 
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If E’s = (l), then 0(&(x)) = (1). But then, by Fendei [4]: G s ~3, 
contrary to hypothesis. So TVs f (1). 
Set H = Ai,(l;trs). As A has 2-rank 4 and Q,(Z,(S)) has 2-rank 2, 
HI (N&A), NG(QI(Z2(S))) by Gorenstein [II, pi Ill]. By (2.2) and 
Theorem 2.3 of [16], (N,(A), NG(Q1(Z(S))) controls fusion of involutions 
in 6. Thus R = H/O(H) is a finite group with the involution fusion pattern 
of .3 and O(f7) = (1). As Ws + (l), R z *3, by induction. Then, as 
N 3 O(C,(o)) for every involution u E S and as I Cg(cS)j 3 1 C,(a)/O(C,(g))\ 
for every involution (T E S, Cc(o) = C,(u) for every ifivoiution 5 E S. Thus H 
is strongly embedded in G. As G has two classes of involutions, N = G. 
But then, as O(G) = (I>, IVs = cl>, a contradiction. 
Thus Theorems 1.1 and 5.1 are proved. 
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